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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 

ST. MARTIN PARISH ROAD BRIDGE 

(Bridge Recall No. 200896) 

 

HAER No. LA-34 

 

Location: Carries Parish Road 196 over Bayou La Rose at the western edge of the Atchafalaya Basin 

and Floodway, approximately 3.6 miles west of the city of Butte La Rose on the Atchafalaya River in St. 

Martin Parish, Louisiana. 

 

The St. Martin Parish Road Bridge (Bridge Recall No. 200896) is located at latitude 30.281869 north, 

longitude -91.73554 west.1  The coordinate represents the center of the bridge.  It was obtained in 2016 

by plotting its location in Google Earth.  The location has no restriction on its release to the public.  

 

Present Owner: St. Martin Parish.  

 

Present Use: Vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  When in its open position, the bridge allows for marine 

traffic on Bayou La Rose.  

 

Significance: The St. Martin Parish Road Bridge is a pontoon swing bridge that possesses significance 

as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 

distinctive engineering and design features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a 

floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and 

approach aprons.  The bridge was determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 

Places (National Register) in 2013 under Criterion C: Design/Engineering at the state level of 

significance.2 

 

Historian: Robert M. Frame, Senior Cultural Resource Specialist; Mead & Hunt, Inc.; 2017. 

 

Project Information: This documentation was prepared as mitigation to fulfill Stipulation IX.5 of the 

Programmatic Agreement Among the Federal Highway Administration, the Louisiana Department of 

Transportation and Development, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the Louisiana State 

Historic Preservation Officer Regarding Management of Historic Bridges in Louisiana, dated August 18, 

2015, and executed September 21, 2015.  The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development 

(LADOTD) retained Mead & Hunt to prepare this document.  It was prepared by senior cultural resource 

specialist Robert M. Frame of Mead & Hunt.  Dietrich Floeter completed the photography.  

                                                      
1 The bridge is also known as Structure No. P5030169914401.  It has been identified with several names, 

including Crocodile Bayou Pontoon Bridge and Butte La Rose Pontoon Bridge.  No Crocodile Bayou was identified 

anywhere near the bridge and the reason for that name is unknown.  Most documents and individuals associate the 

bridge with the closest nearby community of Butte La Rose, for which it was built to provide road access.  Bayou La 

Rose is presented in documents as both Larose and La Rose. 

2 Mead & Hunt, Inc., National Register Eligibility Determination Report, Pre-1971 Louisiana Highway Bridges 

(prepared for the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, September 2013). 
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Part I.  Historical Information 

 

A.  Physical History: 

 

1.  Date(s) of construction: The bridge was moved and erected on current location ca. 1954.  It 

was originally constructed in the 1930s in Vermillion Parish, where it reportedly crossed an oil-

field canal. 

 

2.  Engineer: Unknown. 

 

3.  Builder/Contractor/Supplier: Unknown. 

 

4.  Original plans and construction: No original plans or construction drawings were located for 

this bridge.   

 

5.  Alterations and additions: Bridge alterations include the widening of the navigation opening 

by moving the approach spans and altering the approach aprons in the mid-1960s.  In the mid-

1990s, following an accident that caused the pontoon barge to overturn, the barge was 

refurbished with Styrofoam fill, a new steel pivot pile was installed along with new motors for 

aprons and the cable-draw rope system, and a new independent timber-pile railing system was 

constructed for the approach spans. 

 

B.  Historical Context:  

 

Historical background and construction of the St. Martin Parish Road Bridge3 

The St. Martin Parish Road Bridge was moved to and erected at its current location as the result of 

changes made in the West Atchafalaya Floodway drainage system in the mid-1950s.  The existing east-

west portion of Bayou La Rose was closed at Butte La Rose and the Atchafalaya River.  At the same 

time, a canal south of the bridge site was excavated, extending the north-south portion of the La Rose 

Bayou.  The new section was termed the “Borrow Canal” because the excavated material was used to 

create the West Atchafalaya Basin Protection Levee.  With the creation of the canal, a bridge was 

necessary for the east-west crossing of Parish Road 196 (Herman Dupuis Road) east to the community of 

Butte La Rose, which had previously been accessible only by water.4 

 

An existing bridge from an oil-field canal in Vermillion Parish was moved to the Borrow Canal location 

ca. 1954.  The particular bridge design with a pontoon barge and a vertically movable deck was 

necessary because of the water level that was subject to a substantial change, with an elevation range of 

16'-0" possible.  The moved-in bridge was reportedly built in the 1930s. 

                                                      
3 David S. Huval Sr., Huval & Associates, Phone interview with Robert M. Frame, Mead & Hunt, Inc., December 

2016; the majority of the information in this section has been provided through interviews conducted on December 2, 

6, and 9, 2016. 

4 See, for example, “Floating School Bus, Louisiana Bayou Students Use Novel Transportation,” Times Recorder 

(Zanesville, Ohio), October 24, 1957, 33. 
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An alteration to the bridge in the mid-1960s was necessitated by the long-term use of Bayou La Rose for 

barge shipment of oversize precast concrete bridge units.  In 1966-1967 construction began on the 

Interstate Highway (I-) 10 bridge across the Atchafalaya Floodway, an 18-mile-long continuous structure 

named the I-10 Atchafalaya Basin Floodway Crossing, located near Henderson and north of the pontoon 

bridge.  The new structure was designed with precast prestressed-concrete units that were 50’-0" long.  

The precast units were to be transported by barge from the south via the Borrow Canal, through the open 

pontoon bridge, and north to the new bridge construction site.  At the time, the existing pontoon bridge 

had a clear opening of only approximately 32'.  To allow passage of barges carrying the 50'-0” units, the 

opening was widened to 58'-1-½" by retaining the existing pontoon barge and deck, but moving the 

approaches and fender back away from the channel.  The existing approach aprons, now set back, were 

lengthened to reach the deck.  Steel extensions were welded to the front edges of the aprons.  The 18-

mile I-10 bridge was completed in 1972.  The widened navigation opening has remained unchanged. 

 

In 1995 corrosion in the pontoon barge allowed water to seep in, destabilizing the barge.  In an event 

involving a vehicle crossing the deck, the pontoon turned over in the water.  At that point, the barge was 

righted and filled with Styrofoam for floatation.  Replacement with a bascule bridge moved from another 

location was evaluated, but eventually rejected.  At around the same time the railing on the approach 

spans was refitted with a series of timber piles in the bayou.  The piles are aligned adjacent to the 

approach spans, but structurally separate.  The approach railings on both sides of the spans were 

mounted on the new pile series, becoming independent of the existing spans and bents.  Additionally, in 

1995 a motor was added to power the hydraulic system for raising and lowering the approach aprons, 

which were previously done manually.5 

 

Engineering background 

A pontoon swing bridge, such as the St. Martin Parish Road Bridge, is a type of movable bridge that 

combines features of both the fixed or stationary pontoon bridge and the swing-span movable bridge.  It 

consists of a floating span—a pontoon, often referred to as a barge—that can swing or float out of 

position to open a clear navigation channel through the bridge alignment.  The floating span is situated 

between the approach spans when in the closed position, allowing vehicular traffic to drive over it by 

means of hinged ramps or aprons on the approach spans.  With their free ends resting on the pontoon 

deck, the aprons accommodate the changing elevation of the pontoon as the river level rises and falls. 

When the bridge is opened, the apron ends are raised, allowing the pontoon to be floated sideways, 

opening the navigable channel to vessels.  One corner of the pontoon is connected by a beam or arm to a 

pivot pile fixed in the river, constraining the pontoon’s sideways swing to a 90-degree arc as it opens and 

closes.  Ropes or cables attached to the sides of the pontoon, typically controlled from an operator’s 

house, pull the pontoon in one direction or the other to open or close the bridge.6  

                                                      
5 “Pontoon Bridge Flips Car into Bayou,” The Shreveport Times, May 20, 1995, 55; St. Martin Parish Police Jury, 

Butte LaRose Bridge Study Report; Relocation of the Bayou Carlin Bascule Bridge from Delcambre, Louisiana to 

Butte LaRose, c 1995.  The pontoon bridge accident caused the pontoon barge to overturn in the bayou. 

6 Mead & Hunt, Inc., Historic Context for Louisiana Bridges (prepared for the Louisiana Department of 

Transportation and Development, December 2013), 72. 
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The pontoon swing bridge differs from the typical swing-span bridge in both construction and design, 

despite being conceptually similar.  In the swing-span bridge, the span rotates on a fixed pivot pier 

located beneath the center of the span.  The swing span rotates to open and close rather than having the 

entire span move out and away from the bridge as in the pontoon’s movement.  Compared to a 

conventional swing-span bridge or a costly fixed bridge with adequate vertical navigation clearance, the 

floating swing pontoon bridge provides a low-cost solution for crossing small channels with limited vehicular 

and marine traffic.7 

 

The earliest identified example of a pontoon swing bridge in the U.S. was built in 1874 to carry the 

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway over the Mississippi River between Marquette, Iowa, and Prairie du 

Chien, Wisconsin.  The bridge consisted of stationary timber pile approach spans and two timber 

pontoons that extended across the east and west channels of the Mississippi, which are separated by an 

island at mid-river.  Each pontoon was 408'-0" long and powered by a steam engine.  The aprons were 

lifted and lowered by counterweights powered by hydraulic jacks.  Although it was rebuilt several times, it 

was an operating pontoon swing bridge until it was dismantled in 1961.8 

 

In the modern era, pontoon swing bridges are uncommon nationally, with surviving examples generally 

limited to navigable channels in Texas and Louisiana.  In Texas, five pontoon swing bridges were 

constructed on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway in the early 1940s.9  The only surviving example is the 

Sargent Swing Bridge, which is scheduled for replacement by a fixed-span structure in 2017.  In 2012 there 

were seven extant pontoon swing bridges in Louisiana, accounting for less than one percent of the state’s 

pre-1971 bridge population.10  One of the last examples outside those states was the Sunset Beach 

Pontoon Bridge in North Carolina, which was recently removed and replaced with a high clearance, fixed-

span structure.  Erected in 1961, it operated in a swing-pontoon mode similar to the Louisiana and Texas 

pontoon bridges, but the bridge deck was built as a continuous structure raised several feet above a series 

of eight steel barges pinned together in a cluster for a movable span length of 115'-0".  The apron ramps 

were attached to the barge spans instead of the approach spans.   

   

                                                      
7 Parsons Brinckerhoff and Engineering and Industrial Heritage, A Context for Common Historic Bridge Types 

(prepared for The National Cooperative Highway Research Program, Transportation Research Council, and National 

Research Council, October 2005), 3–115, 3–118, http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/archive/NotesDocs/25-

25(15)_FR.pdf. 

8 Alden E. Miller, “The Prairie Du Chien Pontoon Bridge,” The Railway & Locomotive Historical Society Bulletin 

58 (May 1942): 46–54; Anita Lindeman, “The Pontoon Bridge at Marquette,” The Annals of Iowa 37, no. 7 (Winter 

1965): 615–618; W.M. Wilson, “Types of Movable Bridges,” Journal of the Western Society of Engineers 19, no. 6 

(June 1914): 553–554. 

9 Mead & Hunt, Inc., Intensive-Level Historic Resources Survey Report FM 457 at Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, 

Matagorda County, Texas TxDOT Yoakum District (prepared for the Texas Department of Transportation, 2012), 9. 

10 Mead & Hunt, Inc., National Register Eligibility Determination Report, Pre-1971 Louisiana Highway Bridges, 

39.  Louisiana’s Statewide Historic Bridge Inventory Project, for which this report was prepared, inventoried bridges 

built in the state through 1970. 
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Part II.  Structural/Design Information 

 

A.  General Statement: 

 

1. Character: The St. Martin Parish Road Bridge is a pontoon swing bridge and is a 

representative example of this uncommon movable bridge type.  

 

2.  Condition of fabric: Good. 

 

B.  Description: The St. Martin Parish Road Bridge is a pontoon swing bridge located at the western 

edge of the Atchafalaya Basin and Floodway, approximately 3.6 miles west of the city of Butte La Rose 

on the Atchafalaya River, in St. Martin Parish, Louisiana.  Aligned on an east-west axis, it carries a single 

lane of Parish Road 196, also known as Herman Dupuis Road, over the north-south channel of Bayou La 

Rose.  Parish Road 196 connects Butte La Rose with the north-south levee road immediately west of the 

bridge.  The function of the bridge is to service the Butte La Rose community via Parish Road 196 from 

Henderson and Catahoula. 

 

The overall length of the bridge is 240'-0" and includes the length of the vertical movable deck structure 

on the floating barge or pontoon, the approach apron or draw ramps on each side, eight short approach 

spans totaling 78'-0" on the west, and eight short approach spans totally 82'-0" on the east. 

 

Pontoon barge 

The pontoon portion of the bridge consists of a 52'-0"-long, 35'-0"-wide steel barge supporting a vertical 

movable roadway deck.  The deck height is adjusted manually to accommodate extreme changes in 

water elevation in the bayou that are beyond the range of the aprons, from low water elevation 

(+ approximately 3') to normal high water elevation (+ approximately 19'), for an elevation range of 

approximately 16'.  Above high water elevation (+ approximately 19') the bridge is closed to roadway 

traffic.  To open and close, the pontoon barge and the elevated deck swing open using electrical and 

hydraulic power for the double-cable draw works and the two apron ramps. 

 

The vertical movable deck structure, smaller than the barge supporting it, is 40'-0" long and 16'-0" wide 

out-out.  It is constructed of three 18" I-beam floorbeams, one at each end and one in the middle.  

Extending between the floorbeams are eight lines of 12" I-beam stringers.  A 0.5" steel deck plate is 

mounted on top of the stringers.  The entire steel deck structure is suspended by steel cables from six 

steel posts or towers, three on each side, mounted on the barge top and aligned with the ends of the deck 

floorbeams.  Mounted at the top of each tower is a 48" wheel or sheave, over which travels a steel cable.  

One end of the cable is attached to a floorbeam end; the other end, away from the deck, is attached to a 

long steel cylinder serving as a counterweight for the deck.  There are two steel pipes or cylinders, one on 

each side of the deck and extending the length of the deck on the outside of each set of three towers.  

Because there is a single cylinder for each side of the deck structure, the counterweight balance is unified 

across the three towers on each side. 
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Each tower post is 17" by 22" and formed in a U-cross-section to create a vertical slot open toward the 

deck and extending the height of each tower post.  Each floorbeam end has a steel extension that fits into 

the vertical slot, allowing the entire rigid deck structure to slide up and down in the six tower slots, 

maintaining stability and alignment.  Each tower contains a vertical series of holes through each wall of 

the slot.  When the deck is raised or lowered to the desired elevation, steel-pipe pins are manually 

inserted horizontally through the aligned sets of holes, with pins above and below each floorbeam, locking 

the deck in position and transferring the dead load from the cables to the towers.  When the pins are 

removed, the deck can be raised and lowered manually with a chain and pulley system and then again 

locked by inserting the pins at the new location. 

 

The entire pontoon barge with its elevated deck structure swings in a 90-degree arc to open and close the 

navigation channel.  To facilitate the movement, a steel pivot arm extends directly east from the southeast 

corner of the pontoon barge (directions from closed position).  The arm is constructed of 6"-diameter steel 

pipes arranged in a truss configuration.  At the opposite end, the arm is attached to a 24"-diameter steel 

pivot pile with a steel collar that is free to move up and down the pivot pile as the water level changes.  

The pontoon barge is moved by two steel cables, one for opening and one for closing.  The opening cable 

and motor are mounted on the south edge of the barge and the closing cable and motor are on the north.  

One end of each cable is fixed to a pile in the bayou.  The opposite end extends to a cat head winch 

powered by a three-horsepower electric motor.  To pull the barge into the open position, the cable is 

wound up on the south-side cat head and the north cable is loosened.  To pull the barge closed, the 

operation of each cat head and cable is reversed.  When fully opened, the clear navigation channel is 58'-

1-½". 

 

Apron ramps 

To facilitate vehicles driving from the approach spans to the elevated deck, a movable apron ramp is 

hinge-mounted on each adjacent approach span and lowered onto the steel deck surface.  On each 

approach span end is an apron tower, constructed as simple vertical steel pipe with a diagonal support 

pipe.  A steel cable extends from the top of the apron tower to the extended end of the apron.  Each 

apron is 20'-0" long from the hinge to the end that rests on the steel deck.  The hinge ends are mounted 

on the two bents adjacent to the pontoon barge, bents 9 and 10.  Each apron lift is powered by a 

hydraulic cylinder mounted horizontally on the edge of the deck on approach spans 7, 8, 10, and 11.  The 

entire hydraulic system for both aprons is powered by a 7.5-horsepower motor in a steel-grate housing on 

the south edge of the barge top.  Hydraulic lines extend from the motor unit to the hydraulic cylinders.  In 

order to raise the east apron, a short section of guardrail, mounted on a round steel post, is manually 

pivoted out of its normal rail position, opening a clear space necessary for the apron to lift.  There is no 

comparable guardrail section at the west apron.  The aprons were extended to their current length in 

1966-1967, when the approaches were moved back to create a wider navigation channel. 

 

Approach spans 

In addition to the pontoon barge, which is identified as span 9, the bridge has eight approach spans on 

each side: spans 1-8 on the west end and spans 10-17 on the east end.  All the approach spans are 

short, approximately 9' or 10' each, and constructed of 6" by 13" timber stringers with a wood-plank deck.  

Parallel lines of non-skid, diamond-steel plates comprise the wheel lanes on the plank deck.  The spans 
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are supported on timber-pile bents comprised of three piles each, with diagonal timber sway braces.  

Simple pile-and-plank straight wingwalls are located at each end of the bridge. 

 

Railings 

The approach spans have a continuous steel guardrail on each side, supported by timber piles driven into 

the bayou bottom and separate from the substructure pile bents.  In effect, the approach railings 

constitute a structural system that is independent of the approach span structures.  The steel guardrail is 

continuous with the post-mounted system on the roadways approaching the bridge.  Separate steel 

guardrails line both sides of the elevated deck and the aprons, all carried on vertical I-section steel posts. 

 

Roadway approach structure 

Situated at the outside end of each approach span, where it meets the approach roadways, is a steel 

framework comprised of two vertical posts on each side of the roadway, joined with a steel bar that 

extends overhead, above the roadway.  The structure is intended to set the 9'-6" vertical clearance of the 

bridge by preventing taller vehicles from passing under the bar.  A steel sign on the bar indicates the five-

ton weight limit as well as the 9'-6" maximum vertical clearance. 

 

Bayou fender system 

There are several three-pile clusters on the east side of the bayou, immediately south of the bridge, to 

establish the open position of the pontoon barge at the full-open position.  A pile fender system is located 

on both sides of bent 9 to guide boats through the navigation channel when the pontoon is open.  There 

is no operator’s house for the bridge.  Operators simply stand on the top of the pontoon to operate the 

machinery for the lift aprons and the pontoon swing cables. 

 

C.  Site Information: The St. Martin Parish Road Bridge is located at the western edge of the 

Atchafalaya Basin and Floodway.  It was built to carry Parish Road 196, also known as Herman Dupuis 

Road, and connect Butte La Rose with the north-south levee road immediately west of the bridge.  At that 

point, Herman Dupuis Road divides into a “Y” and the levee road runs 4.28 miles north to Henderson and 

5.44 miles south to Catahoula.  Paralleling Herman Dupuis Road is the old east-west side channel of 

Bayou La Rose, which begins just north of the bridge and continues to Butte La Rose and now terminates 

just before reaching the Atchafalaya River.  The function of the bridge is to service the Butte La Rose 

community from Henderson and Catahoula.  The road immediately east of the bridge has residences and 

local “camps” intermittently along both sides, which were built following the construction of the bridge and 

the road. 
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